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The 7/10 Friday Bocks'd Lunch
Oil & Gas Loans, Ed Altman Strikes Again, Boot Barn & Kevin Bacon

Hello Friday. Ever Wonder About Oil & Gas Loans? Not too many BDC 
folks actually worry about oil & gas exposure; perhaps thinking the industry has 
stabilized, or perhaps falling victim to the market news-cycle. News flash…oil still 
trades at 48% lower than it did last year. What’s more, we all understand 
companies can stretch on liquidity for several quarters before the loans actually go 
bad—Molycorp (AINV) is a case in point. Interestingly enough, the regulators have 
now “caught the concern bug” and have now become much more focused on 
commercial banks’ exposure (or overexposures) to energy / oil & gas.  As a result, 
one could anticipate that liquidity at underlying portfolio companies will worsen as 
we head into 2015. Bottom line—know each BDC’s exposure (or overexposure) to 
energy and operate under two rules of thumb (1) understand that the greater the 
exposure to oil & gas the greater the likelihood that the BDC will have loans that 
default and (2) the lower the energy loans are in the capital stack (i.e. 2nd lien / sub 
debt) the greater of a potential loss given default. See pages 2-3.

Got Data? Get the Golub Capital Altman Index. Do you need more data? The 
correct answer is “yes” (provided it is obtained from a quality / honest source). Just 
this past week Golub Capital published its inaugural quarterly middle market report 
along with the results of the Golub Capital Altman Index (GACI). Yes…we said…the 
Prof. Ed Altman…one of the world’s foremost credit experts.  In short, this index 
tracks Golub Capital portfolio company performance and provides insight on the 
middle market economy—even prior to earnings announcement. Interesting 
insights all around. See pg. 6. 

JVs continue to spread like wildfire. Capitala (CPTA) recently announced a 
second off balance sheet JV with the non-traded BDC CION (sub-advised by 
Apollo). This is certainly a positive show for the CPTA franchise as it moves to break 
into more BSL (broadly syndicated) and expand the firm footprint/impact. This 
brings the total number of BDCs with JVs to 11, up from 1 in 2011. One has to 
wonder, “will the SEC step in a limit JV growth as these funds continue to 
proliferate?”—we’ve heard rumblings, but we’ll see. 

BDC Portfolio intelligence (Boot Barn). MCC sourced a metal components 
deal while Golub’s TIDI products seems likely to repay.  The Boot Barn deal tells 
an interesting tale given how many BDCs owned it at one point or another such 
as FSC (lost money), CPTA (made money and was refi’d by Golub), TCRD (made 
money on Sheplers which was acquired by Boot Barn), and Golub who now owns 
the loan to the combined entity. Any more folks and we believe we’d find Kevin 
Bacon. 

Seems like the entire space went for sale this week. For the week ended 
7/10/15, the WFBDC was down by (0.7%) but better than the S&P’s loss of -1.2%, 
with Quartile 1 BDCs returning -0.8% and Quartile 4 BDCs returning -0.8% alike. 
With the current 10-year treasury yield of 2.32% BDCs offer a spread of 6.9%.  Amid 
pressure across the BDC space and a sustained drag in energy, we encourage 
investor focus on high quality / Quartile 1 investment opportunities. 
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BDC 8-Ks & Other Smaller Insights/Articles
**Like portfolio company analysis there is substantial news flow related to BDC 8-ks. Often, 8-ks are simply 
dismissed by the BDC community (as folks have lots of other things on their mind). Here we work to 
aggregate those comments and do so with a little bit of insight and dare we say…humor…. 

GBDC 
GOLUB CAPITAL ISSUES INAUGURAL MIDDLE MARKET REPORT (Press Release, 7/7/15) 
Anyone here like more data? We do…when it is actually relevant and from a 
reliable/trustworthy source—and we think this is one. On 7/7/15, Golub Capital issued its inaugural 
edition of the quarterly Golub Capital Middle Market Report. The report, which features the Golub Capital 
Altman Index, showed that private middle market companies increased revenues by 9.26% and earnings 
(defined as earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, or "EBITDA") by 6.93% year-over-
year during the first two months of the second quarter of 2015. This is compared to year-over-year increases 
of 7.24% and 6.42% in revenues and earnings, respectively, in the first quarter. This is a great report and we 
summarized this here for your review. 

What we found extremely valuable in the report were the quotes. Lawrence E. Golub, CEO of 
Golub Capital, said, “These results demonstrate that U.S. middle market companies continue to grow in the 
second quarter, with higher revenue growth relative to Q1, likely reflecting a bounce back from the harsh 
winter. While profits are growing on an absolute basis, the rate of growth is comparable to Q1 and 
demonstrates a nine-month trend of profit margin compression, most notably in the Industrial sub sector. 
We believe this relates to two head winds: increases in unit labor costs as wages rise faster than 
productivity, and tougher competition from imports due to the stronger U.S. dollar. Lower energy prices 
slightly offset these factors, but seem to be driving revenues more than profits.” 

Dr. Altman said, “We believe the same factors that are affecting middle market firms in the Golub Capital 
Altman Index will be evident in the quarterly results of public companies. While the overall level of 
aggregate economic activity is relatively high, the most recent two-month period portends the continuation 
of sluggish growth in corporate earnings and the U.S. economy in general. In addition, I would expect to 
see health care service firms and companies in the consumer discretionary category continue to 
outperform other sectors of the economy.

Beyond the comments on where the risks may lie in the middle market, it is also interesting to see how 
clients may use the Golub Capital Altman Index as a precursor to public company (and high quality BDC 
portfolio performance) in the future. Certainly the results look compelling if you compare the GCAI 
to public comps. See Figure 8. This is definitely an item for folks to bookmark. 

Figure 8. Earnings Growth GCAI vs. Public Comps (as of 5/31/15)

Source: Company Reports, Wells Fargo Securities, LLC




